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Abstract: In this study, Al-17%Si alloys were dual modified by fine-grained structural 

materials (FSM) according to structural heredity. Microstructure and thermal analyses were 

undertaken to study the modification effect of the FSM master alloy on primary and eutectic 

Si. Primary Si is refined to a smaller size and eutectic Si is modified from needle-like to 

fibrous shape after FSM master alloy addition. The optimal content of FSM master alloy is 

20% and the holding time is 15min. Finer FSM master alloy leads to finer Al-17%Si alloy 

microstructure and more area percentage of α-Al. DSC analyses results show that FSM 

master alloy can raise the precipitation temperatures of primary and eutectic Si, meanwhile it 

can reduce the latent heat of Si solidification process.  
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1. Introduction 

Hypereutectic Al-Si alloys are ideal materials for manufacturing engines, pistons and cylinders 

because of their small coefficient of thermal expansion, good wear resistance and casting  

properties [1–4]. However, bulky primary Si and needle-like eutectic Si are harmful to the mechanical 

properties. This is because the brittleness of coarse Si particles lead to premature cracks initiation and 

fracture in tension [5]. Ultimate tensile strength of A390 alloys can be enhanced from 268.3 MPa to 

317.2 MPa after modifying the Si morphologies in a previous study [5]. Therefore, dual modification of 

primary and eutectic Si is the key for hypereutectic Al-Si alloys. P is an effective element for primary Si 

modification [6,7]. However, P has no modification effect on the eutectic Si. Accordingly, complex 

modification combining two or more chemical elements is widely studied. Ca combining P [8],  

Sr combining P [9,10] and Rare Earth elements combining P [11] can all achieve a complex modification 

effect on primary and eutectic Si for hypereutectic Al-Si alloys. 

Melt processing such as overheating is another effective method to modify primary and eutectic  

Si [12–14]. The modification mechanism is based on the structural heredity. It has been proved that 

structural heredity is an objective law during solidification process [15]. It means the original structure 

has a great influence on the final structure because of the existing genetic factors in raw materials. The 

genetic factors of Al-Si alloys are unmelted Si clusters of nano size in conventional casting process [16]. 

In other words, the coarse structure of primary and eutectic Si can be inherited to the final Al-Si structure 

via the Si clusters in original melt at normal casting temperature. Thereby, melt processing for Al-Si 

alloys such as heated to high temperature can obtain fine structure because of eliminating the influence 

of the original genetic factors. However, it is inclined to result in casting defects, such as pores, in high 

temperature. It is known that hydrogen can dissolve easily in Al melt. In addition, the solid solubility 

value increases with the temperature. Therefore it is not suitable to raise the Al melt to a very high 

temperature to modify Si morphologies. From a different angle of structural heredity, the Al-Si alloys 

can also be refined in case fine-grained structural material (FSM for short) was added into the original 

charging at normal casting temperature [17]. It is because the genetic factors in the FSM can inherit the 

fine structure to final Al-Si alloys.  

Accordingly, in this work the Al-17%Si alloy billets were dual modified by adding FSM of the same 

composition as the master alloy due to the structural heredity. The effect of this FSM master alloy on the 

modification effect of primary and eutectic Si was studied. 

2. Experimental Section 

Both of the FSM master alloys and the base alloys used in this study are binary Al-17%Si alloys. The 

FSM master alloys were prepared by water-cooled copper mold and melt spinning process, respectively. 

The casting temperature was 950 °C for water-cooled copper mold and the cooling rate is about 102 K/s. 

The inner diameter of the cooper mold is 30 mm. The samples were chosen from the middle part of the 

master alloy. Thereby, the size of primary and eutectic Si stands for the average size. 

The instantaneous temperature was 1300 °C and the speed of copper roller was 40 m/s for melt 

spinning process. The cooling rate is almost 106 K/s. The macroscopic morphology of this master alloy is 

thin band, 2–3 mm wide and 100 μm thick. The microstructure of FSM master alloys is shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Microstructure of FSM master alloy: (a) prepared by water-cooler copper mold. 

(b) prepared by melt spinning process. 

Both primary and eutectic Si can be modified using this two preparation processes. The FSM master 

alloy prepared by melting spinning process has finer microstructure due to faster cooling rate. The 

modification process using FSM master alloys is as follows: FSM master alloys were added to Al-17%Si 

melt at 780 °C, holding for a certain time and then poured to a metal mold. The effect of FSM addition 

content (0, 10%, 20%, 30%, respectively) and holding time (15 min, 35 min, 60 min, 90 min, respectively) 

on the microstructure of Al-17%Si alloys was studied.  

JSM-6480 Scanning Electron Microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe the  

three-dimensional morphologies of primary Si. The primary and eutectic Si were deep etched apart from 

the matrix by 10% HCl. Netzsch STA 449C Differential Scannig Calorimentry (Netzsch, Selb, Germany) 

was handled to study the thermal effect during the solidification. The heating and cooling rates were both 

10 °C/min. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Modification Processes Using FSM Master Alloy 

3.1.1. Effect of FSM Master Alloy Content 

Figure 2 shows the microstructure of Al-17%Si alloy with different content FSM master alloy 

prepared by water-cooled copper mold. The holding time of FSM master alloy is 15 min and the casting 

temperature is 780 °C.  

Bulk primary Si and long needle-like eutectic Si are typical microstructure of unmodified Al-17%Si 

alloy. After 10% FSM master alloy addition, primary Si size has a little decrease while the most of the 

eutectic Si keeps the needle-like morphologies. Increasing master alloy amount to 20%, the primary Si 

size decreases to 28 μm, meanwhile the eutectic Si is modified to short rod or dot shape. However, both 

the primary and eutectic Si become coarser when continuing to raise the amount of FSM master alloy to 

30%. Therefore, the optimal amount of FSM master alloy in this study is 20%. The results reveal that the 

dual modification can be achieved by adding FSM master alloy into Al-17%Si alloy melt. According to 

Popel [15,17,18], alloy melt will show micro-stratification when it is close to its liquidus temperature. 

This can be seen as a metastable micro-emulsion layer or group element enrichment of suspended 

colloid clusters in nano size. These nanoclusters inherit fine-grained material characteristics, which can 

b a 
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be the source of the metal structural characteristics. As we know, the melting point of Si is 1414 °C. 

However, the casting temperature is 780 °C in present work. Thereby, the FSM master alloy is inclined 

to form micro-inhomogeneous zones which mainly consist of atomic clusters according to structural 

heredity theory. Si-Si nanoclusters generating from the FSM master alloy addition are the genetic 

factors. These nanoclusters reserve the fine-grained structure characteristic of the master alloy, and then 

inherit it during the sequent solidification. Therefore, the fine solidification structures are obtained with 

the addition of FSM master alloy. However, the microstructure of Al-17%Si alloy with 30% master alloy 

addition becomes coarse. The reason is that the amount of clusters participating in nucleation (at given 

undercooling) increases. More latent heat release leads to recalescence with less undercooling. Thereby, 

the efficiency of the grain refiner reduced. 

 

 

Figure 2. Microstructures of Al-17%Si alloy ingots with different content of FSM master 

alloys: (a) 0%; (b) 10%; (c) 20%; (d) 30%. 

3.1.2. Effect of FSM master alloy holding time 

The effect of FSM master alloy holding time on the modified microstructure was also studied as 

shown in Figure 3. The amount of FSM master alloy is 20% and casting temperature is 780 °C. 

Increasing holding time from 15 min to 3 min, the morphologies of primary and eutectic Si retain the 

same although the size of the primary Si becomes a little larger. However, star-like primary Si appears in 

modified Al-17%Si alloy when the holing time extends beyond 60 min in Figure 3f,h. And the primary 

Si size grows much larger.  

d c 

a b 
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Figure 3. Microstructures of 20% FSM modified Al-17%Si alloy ingots under different 

holding times: (a,b) 15 min; (c,d) 35 min; (e,f) 60 min; (g,h) 95 min. 

Bulk primary Si is octahedron and star-like primary Si is fivefold twinned polyhedron in  

three-dimensional space as shown in Figure 4. Five octahedrons can condense to one star-like primary Si 

because the free energy decreases spontaneously in this process. This evolving schematic has been given 

h g 

f e 

d c 
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by Gui as shown in Figure 5 [19]. Amounts of disperse nano Si-Si clusters appear after FSM master alloy 

addition. When extending the holding time, the diffusion rate of Si-Si clusters accelerates. It is much 

easier for the clusters gathering to form fivefold twinned crystal nucleus which result in five-star primary Si. 

Therefore, the optimal holding time is 15 min in present work. 

 

Figure 4. Different morphologies of FSM master alloy modified primary Si: (a) octahedron; 

(b) star-like polyhedron. 

 

Figure 5. Schematic of different primary Si in Al-Si alloys [19]: (a) octahedron;  

(b) star-like polyhedron. 

3.1.3. Effect of the Microstructure of FSM Master Alloy  

To improve the dual modification of Al-17%Si, FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning with 

finer microstructure was added into the melt. Figure 6 is the microstructure of Al-17%Si alloys with 

different FSM master alloys. Finer FSM master alloy results in finer modified alloy microstructure 

which corresponds with the structural heredity law. Primary Si size decreases to 14.3 μm and eutectic Si 

is completely modified. There is another characterization in Al-17%Si alloys modified by  

FSM master alloy. The structures of the macro-grains are evolving from (primary Si +eutectic cell) to 

(finer primary Si + α-Al surrounded by eutectic cell).  

(b) (a) 

a b 
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Figure 6. Microstructures of Al-17%Si alloy ingots modified by different FSM master 

alloy: (a) unmodified; (b) 20% FSM master alloy prepared with water-cooled copper mold;  

(c) 20% FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning process. 

 

Figure 7. The structure evolving schematic of the macro-grains of Al-17%Si alloys:  

(a) unmodified alloys; (b) modified alloys. 

 

(a) 
(b) 

Primary Si 

Eutectic cell 

α-Al 

c 
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Figure 8. Effect of FSM master alloy content on the area percentage of α-Al dendrites. 

The evolving schematic is shown in Figure 7. And the area of white α-Al increases when the FSM 

master alloy becomes finer in Figure 6c. In unmodified Al-17%Si alloy solidification process, primary 

Si first precipitates and then the eutectic cells crystallize when the Si content decreases to 12.6%. 

However, more Si-Si clusters as the nucleus appear after FSM master alloy addition, which can promote 

the solidification process of primary Si. This leads to Si-depleted regions around the precipitated 

primary Si. In other words, the components of the melt around primary Si become hypoeutectic. Finally, 

the macro-grain composes of three-ply structure，finer primary Si + α-Al surrounded by eutectic cell. 

FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning can provide a finer crystal nucleus, which results in larger 

α-Al area percentage. This can also be proved by the α-Al area evolving with an increasing FSM master 

alloy amount in Figure 8. When the content of FSM master alloy is no more than 20%, α-Al area 

percentage increases. However, it decreases in amounts beyond 20%. That is because too many Si-Si 

clusters gather which weaken the modification effect for primary Si, which has been described in  

Figure 2d. 

3.2. Analyses  

3.2.1. SEM Analyses 

Figure 9 is the 3D morphology of unmodified primary Si deep etched from Al-Si alloys.  

   

Figure 9. Morphology of primary Si in unmodified Al-17%Si alloy. 

Hexagonal outer surface b a 
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Most of the unmodified primary Si is consist of flake shape. According to Jackson’s theory, Si has 

smooth interface in micro-scale. Jackson factor can be expressed as follows:  

0 η
α

m

L

KT 

 
  

 
 (1)  

In the formula, L0 is the phase transition change of a single atom; Tm is the equilibrium crystallization 

temperature; η is the most adjacent number of atoms in the interface layer; υ is the coordination number. 

α is determined by two parts: (1) L0/KTm, which is dependent on the system thermodynamic properties; 

(2), η/υ which is named as interface orientation factor. For primary Si, L0/KTm = 3.56 [20], so  
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According to the above calculation results, the Jackson factor of {111} primary Si crystal plane group 

is greater than 2, which is non-continuous facet growth pattern. Meanwhile, the Jackson factors of {110} 

and {100} primary Si crystal plane group are less than 2, which is continuous facet growth pattern. 

Therefore, the primary Si growth mechanism is anisotropic. And the (111) crystal face perpendicular to 

the slow growth of [111] crystal direction is the most densely arranged surface. The fastest growth 

direction is along the [112] series crystal orientation. It prefers to form 141° reentrant in the growth 

front, which is the TPRE (twin plane reentrant edge) mechanism of primary Si [21]. The outer surface of 

flake primary Si is surrounded by the densely packed (111) crystal planes. The twin re-entrant grooves 

sketch map of unmodified plate-like primary Si is shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Twin re-entrant grooves sketch map of unmodified plate-like primary Si. 

Figure 11 is the 3D morphology of modified primary Si in Al-17%Si alloys. Most of the Si shows as 

small octahedrons without holes or other defects. According to the research of [22], octahedral primary 

Si has regular angle, edge and (111) crystal planes. The intersection angle between two adjacent (111) 
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crystal plane is 141°. The edge growth rate V<E>, the angle growth rate V<100> and the (111) crystal 

plane growth rate V<111> are assumed constant. From Figure 12 [22], it can be seen that,  

111 sinαEV V     (5)  

100 sinβEV V     (6)  

111 100 sinα sinβV V      (7) 

100

111

1 1
1.5

sinα sinβ sin 70.5 sin 45

V

V

 

 

  
  

 (8)  

Therefore, primary Si grows to perfect octahedron without defects when V<100>/V<111> = 1.5.  

In modified Al-17%Si alloys, there are no obvious holes and other defects in the surface of octahedral 

primary Si. It is mainly due to the FSM master alloy changing the anisotropy during the growth process 

of primary Si. It means the (111) crystal plane growth rate V<111> has been increased so that the 

primary Si can grow to perfect octahedron. 

     

Figure 11. Morphology of primary Si in modified Al-17%Si alloy. 

 

Figure 12. A schematic illustrating the vector relationship between V<100>, V<E> and V<111> [22]. 

a b 
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Figure 13. Morphology of eutectic Si in Al-17%Si alloy: (a) unmodified eutectic Si;  

(b) modified eutectic Si. 

The morphologies of eutectic Si in Al-17%Si alloys convert from plate-like to coral-like shape in 

three-dimensions after modification, which is shown in Figure 13. The modification mechanism has 

been investigated in our former work [23]. The modification mechanisms can be concluded to: the  

Si–Si bonded nanoclusters are the genetic factors of the FSM master alloys which inherit the 

fine-grained structure to the HCC Al–12%Si alloy billet. On the other hand, the lattice-modulated Si 

clusters which have the closest structure with Si matrix will be the optimal nuclei for the eutectic Si.  

The mass of excess Si–Si bonded nanoclusters concentrates in the solid–liquid interface front, hindering 

part of the movement of the growth step in eutectic Si. Consequently, the eutectic Si modified to fine 

fibrous and grew via the TPRE mechanism. 

3.2.2. DSC Analyses 

The influence of the FSM master alloys on the thermal effect was studied by DSC analyses.  

Figure 14 and Table 1 are the crystallization parameters about primary Si solidification. Figure 15 and 

Table 2 are the crystallization parameters about eutectic Si solidification.  

Primary Si precipitates in the 700–600 °C temperature range. Both the starting and peak precipitation 

temperatures of primary Si rise after the FSM master alloy addition. The latent heat has a little increase 

after 10% FSM master alloy addition prepared by water-cooled copper mold. However, there is a large 

decrease of latent heat after adding 10% FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning process. Eutectic 

Si precipitates in the 600–500 °C temperature range. The temperature and latent heat evolving trend are 

as same as primary Si. Precipitation temperature raises and latent heat decreases after modification by 

the FSM master alloy. The latent heat of the whole Si solidification process is also calculated in Table 2. 

The decreasing values are 48.9 J/g for FSM master alloy addition prepared by water-cooled copper mold 

and 71 J/g for FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning. In conclusion, finer FSM master alloy 

results in larger decreasing value of undercooling and latent heat. FSM master alloys generate plenty of 

Si–Si clusters which can provide more crystal nuclei for Si, the same role as AlP [5]. However, the Si–Si 

clusters which have more similar structure with the Si matrix can be the best heterogeneous nuclei of 

eutectic Si compared with other modified agents such as AlP. It is much easier to solidify in a small 

undercooling when there are enough external particles as the nuclei. It is an exothermic reaction for Si 

solidification accompanied by the combination of new Si-Si bands. FSM master alloy provides more 

b 

Wave 

a 
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Si–Si clusters, which can save more energy to form new Si–Si bonds. Finer FSM master alloy can 

generate more small nuclei in the same holding time. Thereby, it needs less energy for Si solidification 

with 10% FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning process. 

 

Figure 14. Part of the cooling process DSC curves between 700–600 °C: (a) unmodified 

alloys; (b) 10% FSM master alloy addition prepared by water-cooled copper mold; (c) 10% 

FSM master alloy addition prepared by melt spinning process. 

Table 1. Some crystallization parameters of primary Si by DSC analyses. 

Alloys 
Primary Si precipitation 

temperature (°C) 

Primary Si precipitation peak 

temperature (°C) 

Latent heat of primary Si 

solidification (J/g) 

a 667 647.1 15.1 

b 667.4 657.2 17.9 

c 679.1 669.1 7.746 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

exothermal 

exothermal 

exothermal 
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Figure 15. Part of the cooling process DSC curves between 600–500 °C: (a) unmodified 

alloys; (b) 10% FSM master alloy addition prepared by water-cooled copper mold; (c) 10% 

FSM master alloy addition prepared by melt spinning. 

Table 2 Some crystallization parameters of eutectic Si by DSC analyses. 

Alloys 
Eutectic precipitation 

temperature (°C) 

Eutectic precipitation 

peak temperature (°C) 

Latent heat of eutectic 

solidification (J/g) 

Total latent heat of Si 

solidification (J/g) 

a 572.1 562.3 369.6 465.3 

b 576.7 566.9 357.8 416.4 

c 579.2 569.3 302.5 394.3 

4. Conclusions 

The effects of FSM master alloy on the microstructure of hypereutectic Al-17%Si alloy were 

investigated in this study. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained. 

(a) 

(b) 

exothermal 
(c) 

exothermal 

exothermal 
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(1) Primary Si is refined to a smaller size and eutectic Si is modified from needle-like to fibrous shape 

after 20% FSM master alloy addition, which was prepared by water-cooled copper mold. The 

optimal content and holding time for FSM master alloy are 20% and 15 min, respectively. 

Increasing the content or holding time, the microstructure becomes coarser. Star-like primary Si and 

certain needle-like eutectic Si appear. 

(2) FSM master alloy prepared by melt spinning can lead to finer microstructure and more area 

percentage of α-Al in Al-17%Si compared with that fabricated by water-cooled copper mold. 

(3) The morphologies of primary Si in Al-17%Si change from big flake to octahedron shape in  

three-dimensions after modification. Meanwhile, the morphologies of eutectic Si convert from  

plate-like to coral-like shape. 

(4) DSC analyses results show that FSM master alloy can increase the precipitation temperature of 

primary and eutectic Si and reduce the latent heat of Si solidification process.  
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